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The purpose of this study was to examine the relation-
ship of job characteristics to job satisfaction among 
public school principals. It is hoped that the results of 
this study will contribute to both the understanding of job 
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systematic measurement of job satisfiers within this realm. 
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The topic of job satisfaction in the work place has 
piqued the interest of numerous researchers. Locke (1980, 
p. 409) estimated that more than 3,300 articles and disser-
tations have been published in which job satisfaction is 
the major focus of interest. 
Job satisfaction has been studied for several 
reasons. First, some researchers have felt that satisfac-
tion from work activities contributes to the self-concept 
of the worker, thereby fulfilling some of the workers' 
basic human needs (Maslow, 1975). Second, a few research-
ers have linked satisfaction in work to the physical and 
mental well-being the worker feels outside the work envi-
ronment (Locke, 1976). And finally, a large body of 
research has supported the positive association of work 
productivity and job satisfaction (Hackman and Oldham, 
1980) 0 
Friesen, Holdaway and Rice (1983, p. 35) noted that, 
although many job satisfaction studies have been conducted, 
they tend to focus mainly on production workers rather than 
public school principals. Consequently, the antecedents 
and outcomes of job satisfaction studies have not been 
1 
delineated for those who serve as educational leaders in 
the public schools. 
2 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
relationship between the perceptions of certain job char-
acteristics among public school principals and their level 
of job satisfaction. The impact of gender and level of the 
public school setting on this relationship was also 
researched. More specifically, the intent of this study 
was to examine job satisfaction of public school principals 
using Hackman and Oldham's job characteristics model. Both 
job characteristics and job satisfaction of public school 
principals are important to study because they are related 
to outcomes which are important to the employees and the 
workplace. There is a relationship between job satisfac-
tion and desirable outcomes for both employees and their 
workplaces. A positive relationship exists between certain 
job characteristics and both job satisfaction and job 
motivation (Sims, Szilagyi and Keller, 1976). Motivation, 
job commitment, alienation, turnover, absenteeism and 
stress have been associated with characteristics of the job 
or job satisfaction (Cooper, 1979). 
Work motivation is thought to be highly related to the 
characteristics of the work itself (Hackman and Lawler, 1971; 
Hackman and Oldham, 1980; and Schwab and cummings, 1976). 
Nonroutine, nonrepetitive jobs are more likely to serve as 
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positive motivators of behavior (Hurlin, 1971). 
Characteristics of jobs which motivate and satisfy 
employees foster job commitment (Farrell and Rusbult, 1981; 
Hackman and Lawler, 1971; and Stone and Porter, 1975). 
Research has indicated that employees are committed and 
involved in their jobs if the jobs possess certain charac-
teristics which meet employees' expectations or fulfill 
their needs (Hackman and Lawler, 1971). 
A relationship also exists between certain job charac-
teristics and undesirable outcomes for both employees and 
the workplace. Employees' attitudes toward certain factors 
within their work are influenced by the characteristics of 
their job. Job duties which are monotonous, machine paced, 
or closely supervised result in employees being alienated 
from their work environments. Employees who have poor at-
titudes are more likely to be less satisfied, respond with 
less enthusiasm, and develop other work related symptoms. 
Symptoms such as turnover, (Lawler, 1973; Locke, 1976; and 
Vroom, 1964), absenteeism (Hackman and Lawler, 1971) stress 
(Farrell and Rusbult, 1981) and burnout (Cedoline, 1982) 
have been linked to limited job commitment and job 
dissatisfaction. 
The Hackman and Oldham model has been successfully 
used at a middle management level to increase job satis-
faction, work commitment and motivation (Birnbaum, Farh and 
Wong, 1986; Fried and Ferris, 1986; Friedlander, 1964; 
Hackman and Lawler, 1971; Hackman and Oldham, 1980; Sims, 
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Szilagyi and Keller, 1976; and Turner and Lawrence, 1965). 
It has not been tested, however, with the mid-management 
position of public school principals. Greater teacher 
motivation to teach and greater student motivation to learn 
have been directly linked to schools with effective, satis-
fied principals (Sergiovanni, 1967). 
The data provided from this study will be useful in 
determining which characteristics of public school prin-
cipals' job are perceived as satisfiers. This data could 
also be useful in redesigning principals' job responsibil-
ities and roles. It is important to know which aspects of 
public school principals' complex work enviro.nments impact 
their behaviors. Effective planning for organizational 
change can only take place when the job characteristics, 
which relate to job satisfaction, are determined for this 
group. 
Definitions of the Terms 
The definitions below are presented to provide a 
clearer understanding of the concepts and variables 
discussed in this study. 
Job Satisfaction: This variable is defined as an "overall 
measure of the degree to which the employee is satisfied 
and happy in his or her work" (Hackman and Oldham, 1980). 
For the purpose of this study, the above term will be 
applied to principals' feelings about their work which 
cause them to be satisfied overall with their positions. 
More complete definitions of job satisfaction will given on 
page sixteen. 
Job Characteristics: This variable is defined as the de-
gree to which workers' positions involve skill variety, 
task identity, task significance, autonomy, and job feed-
back (Hackman and Oldham, 1980) Definitions of each 
variable are provided below: 
a) Skill Variety: "The degree to which the job 
requires a variety of different activities in 
carrying out the work, involving the use of a 
number of different skills and talents of the 
person" (Hackman and Oldham, 1980, p. 78). 
b) Task Identity: "The degree to which a job 
requires completion of a whole and identifiable 
piece of work, that is, doing a job from begin-
ning to end with a visible outcome" (Hackman and 
Oldham, 1980, p. 78). 
c) Task Significance: "The degree to which the 
job has substantial impact on the lives of other 
people whether, those people are in the immediate 
organization or in the world at large" (Hackman 
and Oldham, 1980, p. 79). 
d) Autonomy: "The degree to which the job pro-
vides substantial freedom, independence, and 
discretion to the individual in scheduling the 
work and in determining the procedures to be used 
in carrying it out" (Hackman and Oldham, 1980, p. 
79). 
e) Feedback from Agents: "The degree to which 
the employee receives clear information about his 
or her performance from supervisors or from co-
workers." (Hackman and Oldham, 1975, p. 162). 
For the purpose of this study, the above term 
will be called job feedback. 
Gender: This variable refers to the sex of the principal, 
that is, whether the principal is a male or a female. 
Level of Public School Setting: This variable is defined 
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by two distinct settings: elementary schools or se~ondary 
schools. Elementary schools are those pattern of settings 
which both exclude grades 9-12 and include, either totally 
or in part, grades K-6. Secondary schools are those which 
both exclude grades K-5 and include, either totally or in 
part, grades 6-12. 
6 
Principal: This variable is defined as a certified teacher 
who holds a current provisional or standard elementary or 
secondary principal's certificate in the state of Oklahoma, 
Missouri, or Kansas and belongs to the National Association 
of Elementary Principals or Secondary Principals. 
Theoretical Background 
The majority of research studies conducted with public 
school principals have relied primarily on motivational 
theories to determine the factors which contribute to job 
satisfaction. In particular, these theories have suggested 
that motivators, which reflect the nature of the work it-
self, (opportunities for achievement, recognition, 
responsibility, advancement and personal growth), tap high-
er order needs such as those for self-actualization or 
self-realization (Maslow, 1975). Motivational theories 
further have implied that employers can develop systematic 
programs of motivavation if they know which needs are most 
important to their employees at particular times, providing 
environments necessary for satisfying those needs (Cooper, 
1979). 
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Although the concept of job satisfaction has played a 
major role in the theories of work motivation (Landy and 
Trumbo, 1980), this role has been approached differently by 
various researchers. Some researchers have used the 
term job satisfaction and motivation interchangeably (Blood 
and Hulin, 1967 and Landy and Trumbo, 1980). Others have 
viewed the terms as independent entities (Locke, 1976 and 
Sergiovanni, 1987). Yet, others have perceived that 
employees' motivation directly influences their job 
satisfaction (Hackman and Lawler, 1971; Hackman and Oldham, 
1980; Herzberg, 1966; Maslow, 1975; Porter and Lawler, 
1975; Turner and Lawrence, 1965; and Vroom, 1964). 
The latter view proposed by Hackman and Oldham has 
established a positive link between motivation and job 
satisfaction. Their approach to the study of job satis-
faction has emphasized factors that, when present in a job, 
fulfill basic human needs and stress employees' percep-
tions, personal feelings, and attitudes toward the work 
environment. Their research has been primarily based upon 
the work of Maslow, Herzberg and Vroom. 
Maslow's Need-Hierarchy Theory 
Maslow's theory proposed that human needs are clas-
sified into five broad categories. These categories are: 
physiological, safety, love and belongingness, esteem, and 
self-actualization. Maslow's need-hierarchy theory is 
based on two fundamental principles: 1. Employees are 
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motivated to satisfy certain needs. 2. The needs employees 
pursue are arranged in a hierarchy in which lower-level 
needs must be satisfied before higher-level needs can be 
pursued or satisfied (Maslow, 1975). Unmet needs also 
serve as motivators for employees. If an employee cannot 
satisfy needs at a given level for any period of time, 
those needs again become important motivators (Hoy and 
Miske!, 1978). 
Once lower-level needs are fulfilled, the degree to 
which upper-level needs are fulfilled determines the degree 
of motivation which employees experience. When employees 
have reached the self-actualization level, the process 
changes and results in the self-actualization need being 
the primary motivator (Landy and Trumbo, 1980). 
Herzberg's Motivation Hygiene Theory 
Herzberg's theory made a distinction between two sets 
of job characteristics. One set is called motivators and 
includes: recognition, responsibility, the work itself, 
advancement, and achievement. These motivation factors are 
intrinsic and correspond to employees' higher needs (Hoy 
and Miske!, 1987). When present, adequate and positive in 
a job situation, these factors cause feelings of job sat-
isfaction in employees (Silver, 1983). 
The other set is called hygiene factors and includes: 
salary, security, status, interpersonal relationships, 
working conditions, growth possibilities, and personal 
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life. Hygiene factors concerned with the conditions of work 
are extrinsic and correspond to employees' lower-level 
needs (Herzberg, 1966). When absent, negative, or inade-
quate these factors cause feelings of dissatisfaction 
(Silver, 1983). 
When the five motivators are present in work, employ-
ees' basic needs for personal growth and self-actualization 
will be satisfied, and positive feelings, as well as im-
proved performance, will result (Hoy and Miskel, 1987). 
Herzberg (1966) believed that the best way to design jobs 
to enhance satisfaction and work motivation is to manip-
ulate the motivator factors so as to provide maximum 
opportunities for satisfaction of higher-order needs 
(Cooper, 1979). 
Vroom's Expectancy Theory 
Victor Vroom's (1964) theory of motivation focused on 
the dynamics of motivation as a force within employees 
(Silver, 1983). Further, Vroom viewed satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction as the springboards of motivation to act 
(Silver, 1983). When employees anticipate obtaining some 
valued outcome as a result of a contemplated action or 
course of action, that outcome may be termed a motivator 
for engaging in the action. 
Expectancy theory specifically includes three concepts 
which contribute to the force of motivation: expectancy, 
valence, and instrumentality. Expectancy refers to the 
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employees' belief that their efforts will lead to success-
ful performance. Instrumentality is the belief that a given 
performance is essential for attaining a given reward. 
Valence refers to the degree of attractiveness or desir-
ability that employees attach to a reward. The basic 
premise of this theory has been that motivation to start 
and maintain a certain behavior is the product of expec-
tancy, valence and instrumentality (Hoy and Miske!, 1987). 
Hackman and Oldham's Job 
Characteristics Model 
Hackman and Oldham developed their theory of work re-
design from combining and unifying Maslow's hierarchy of 
needs theory, Herzberg's motivation-hygiene theory and 
Vroom's expectancy theory into the job characteristics 
model (Hoy and Miske!, 1987). 
From Maslow's theory, Hackman and Oldham have 
extracted the concept that a job represents an important 
opportunity for self-actualization. Specifically, employ-
ees who desire higher order need satisfaction can achieve 
it through meaningful jobs that provide them feedback on 
how effectively they perform their jobs. 
Focusing on Herzberg's theory of job enrichment, 
Hackman and Oldham incorporated "the work itself" concept 
into their model. This concept concentrates attention on 
the significance of the work itself as a factor in the 
ultimate motivation and satisfaction of employees. 
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Herzberg's theory specified that a job will enhance work 
motivation only to the degree that motivators are designed 
into the characteristics of the work environment (Hackman 
and Oldham, 1980). From this perspective, the motivating 
potential is based upon high scores on key job character-
istics: skill variety, task identity, and task 
significance which create conditions for employees to be 
internally motivated and satisfied in their job. 
From Vroom's expectancy theory, Hackman and Oldham 
have drawn on the concept that productive work generally 
leads to positive outcomes. Employees engage in a 
particular behavior when they believe they can obtain a 
reward for initiating this behavior. Contingent rewards, 
when selected and administered appropriately by employers, 
can often enhance employees' motivation and help them gain 
valued personal outcomes in return for their contributions 
to the attainment of organizational goals. 
In the job characteristics model (See Figure 1) it is 
proposed that positive personal and work outcomes, such as 
job satisfaction, are obtained when three critical psycho-
logical states, meaningfulness of the work, responsibility 
for work and knowledge of results, are created by the 
presence of five core job characteristics. These charac-
teristics are reasonably objective, measurable, and change-
able properties of the work, foster the psychological 
states and produce work motivation (Hoy and Miskel, 1987). 
The degree to which employees experience the three 
Core Job Characteristics ~ Psychological 
States 
Autonomy _______________ ~ 
Skill Variety 
~ Task Significance ~




of the Work 
Feedback ________________ ~~ Knowledge of 
7 Results 
Source: Adapted from J. Richard Hackman and 
Greg R. Oldham, Work Redesign (Reading, MA: 





Figure 1. Job Characteristics Model 
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psychological states influences the ways in which they 
respond to the characteristics of their job in terms of job 
satisfaction, internal work motivation, and quality of 
performance (Cooper, 1979). 
According to Hackman and Oldham's theory, meaningful-
ness of the work is enhanced primarily by three core 
dimensions: skill variety, task identity, and task 
significance. Responsibility for work outcomes is in-
creased when a job has a high autonomy core dimension. 
Knowledge of results is increased when a job is high on the 
core dimension called feedback. In order to provide infor-
mation on the interpersonal characteristics of jobs, 
dealing with others was added to the basic core job charac-
teristics, but is not directly part of the model. 
Hackman and Oldham's research indicates that objective 
job characteristics are important because they affect the 
perceptions and experiences of employees. Employees' daily 
experiences on the job contribute to their overall satis-
faction with those characteristics which comprise their job 
duties and responsibilities. Research indicates job char-
acteristics such as, autonomy, skill variety, task 
significance, and job feedback, are positively linked to 
employees' general job satisfaction (Birnbaum, Farh and 
Wong, 1986; Hackman and Lawler, 1971; Hackman and Oldham, 
1980; and Turner and Lawrence, 1965). Employees' behavioral 
patterns develop as a function of their perceptions con-
cerning what they can do on the job to obtain work outcomes 
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which satisfy them. Hackman and Oldham's research indicat-
ed the importance of job characteristics in establishing 
conditions which will enhance the intrinsic motivation and 
job satisfaction for employees. 
Summary 
The relationship between specific job characteristics 
and job satisfaction was investigated. In addition, the 
impact of gender and level of the work setting on this re-
lationship was also investigated. Terms were defined in 
order to clarify the concepts and variables discussed in 
the study. A background of related motivational theories 
was presented to enhance reader understanding of the 
foundation upon which Hackman and Oldham's model was 
developed. Finally, the model was discussed as it related 
to the outcome - job satisfaction. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
relationship between the perceptions of certain job char-
acteristics among public school principals and their levels 
of job satisfaction. The impact of gender and the level of 
the public school setting on this relationship were also 
investigated in the study. 
The review of the literature chapter is organized into 
the following sections: 
1. Job satisfaction definitions. 
2. Studies dealing with the job characteristics 
model. 
3. Studies dealing with the relationship of work-
related variables and job satisfaction. 
4. Studies dealing with the relationship of gender 
and job satisfaction. 
5. Studies dealing with the moderating effects of 
gender on the relationship between job characteristics and 
job satisfaction. 
6. Studies dealing with the relationship of level of 
the work setting and job satisfaction. 
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7. Studies dealing with the moderating effects of 
level of the work setting on the relationship between job 
characteristics and job satisfaction. 
8. Studies dealing with the joint moderating effects 
of gender and the level of the work setting on the rela-
,tionship of job characteristics and job satisfaction. 
Job Satisfaction Definitions 
16 
Several major definitions have been proposed explain-
ing the emotional character of job satisfaction. In 
Herzberg's motivation-hygiene theory, it was postulated 
that the primary determinants of job satisfaction are the 
intrinsic aspects of the job called motivators (King, 
1970). Maslow (1975) related satisfaction to the ful-
fillment of basic needs. Hoppock (1977) defined job 
satisfaction as any combination of psychological, physi-
ological, and environmental circumstances that cause a 
person to say, "I am satisfied with my job." Vroom (1964) 
defined job satisfaction as the affective orientations of 
individuals toward work roles that they are presently 
occupying. Similarly, Smith (1978) asserted that this 
concept refers to an affective response of the worker to 
his job. Lawler (1973, p. 64) concurred by defining job 
satisfaction as "people's affective reactions to particular 
aspects of their job," and overall job satisfaction as "a 
person's affective reactions to his total work role." This 
view was also supported by Dunn and Stephens (1972). 
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Other definitions have been proposed which explain the 
potential role of satisfaction in the motivation of 
employees. These operational definitions are numerous. 
Locke (Landy and Trumbo, 1980) termed job satisfaction as 
"a function of the perceived relationship between what one 
wants from one's job and what one perceives it is 
offering." Porter and Lawler (1975) concurred and defined 
no job satisfaction as "the difference between what a 
person thinks he should receive and what he feels he 
actually does receive." Hackman and Oldham (1980) view job 
satisfaction as a work outcome which is obtained when core 
job dimensions interact with the critical psychological 
states yielding the work outcome, job satisfaction. 
One common theme that pervaded most of these defini-
tions was the emotional character of satisfaction and the 
potential role of satisfaction in the motivation of 
employees. It has been this latter relationship which has 
been a major impetus for job satisfaction research. 
Studies healing with the Job 
Characteristics Model 
The job characteristics model has generated a tremen-
dous amount of research resulting in generally positive 
support for many critical elements of the model (Dunham and 
Pierce, 1978). Research efforts which supported the model 
(Aldag and Brief, 1978; Dunham and Pierce, 1978; Sims and 
Szilagyi and Keller, 1976; and stone and Porter, 1975) 
have focused either on the components of the model or on 
the Job Diagnostic Survey which assesses perceived job 
characteristics. 
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Positive correlations between the job characteristics 
and indices of job satisfaction have been indicated in 
Aldags and Brief's (1978) study. This study was conducted 
with 155 registered nurses who held middle management 
positions in a hospital. Stone and Porter (1975) also 
confirmed this relationship. Their research was conducted 
with 556 employees in a western telephone company. sims, 
Szilagyi and Keller's (1976) factor analysis technique 
noted that the five core job characteristics measured by 
the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) are the major components of 
a job. Their research was conducted with 192 supervisory 
employees of a manufacturing firm. 
There has been a reasonable degree of disagreement 
among researchers in two areas, the delineation of the five 
core dimensions and the relationship of these dimensions to 
critical psychological states. Several researchers have 
confirmed the five core factor dimensions (skill variety, 
task identity, task significance, autonomy, and job 
feedback) as representing the major components of a job 
(Abdel-Halim, 1978; Ferratt and Reeve, 1977; and 
Ivanecevih, 1978). Other researchers have provided support 
for a fewer number of dimensions (Dunham, 1976; Dunham and 
Pierce, 1978; Fried and Ferris, 1986; and Gaines and 
Jermier, 1983). 
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More specifically, some research studies have indi-
cated collapsing skill variety and autonomy dimensions into 
a single factor (Birnbaum, Farh and Wong, 1986 and Dunham, 
1976). In a few research studies, skill variety and task 
significance have been combined into one core character-
istic (Pokorney, Gilmore and Beehr, 1980). Aldag and 
Brief's (1977) research indicated that the vague boundaries 
across skill variety, task significance, and autonomy di-
mensions are the major reason for the inconsistent picture 
of dimensions underlying the J.D.S. 
Studies dealing with the relationship between the core 
characteristics and psychological states have also revealed 
mixed findings. Some researchers (Birnbaum, Farh and Wong, 
1986 and Roberts and Glick, 1981) have indicated that per-
ceptions of the core job characteristics are not objective 
attributes of a job. Birnbaum, Farh and Wong's (1986) 
research indicated that social cues, changing needs and the 
employee's frame of reference may influence his ability to 
conceptualize the relationships between the core character-
istics and the psychological states. Further, Roberts and 
Glick (1981) maintained that perceptions concerning the 
core characteristics are not properties of them. 
Perceptions should not be treated as real data but rather 
as affective orientations towards the characteristic of a 
job. Yet, other researchers (Fried and Ferris, 1986 and 
Stone and Porter, 1975) disagreed noting that perceptions 
are synonymous with properties and provide a useful source 
of information concerning how core characteristics are 
viewed by employees. 
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Although many studies have generally supported the 
major constructs within the theory, there appear to be in-
consistencies regarding the number of major dimensions the 
J.D.S. measures and the relationship between these core 
characteristics and employees' perceptions of them. 
studies Dealing with the Relationship 
of Work Related Variables 
and Job Satisfaction 
Several research studies have been conducted with 
teachers and principals emphasizing the work related vari-
ables which contributed to their motivation to be satisfied 
and to remain in an educational setting. The results of 
these research studies are reported in order to identify 
the variables which appear to measure and to clarify job 
satisfaction factors. 
Studies conducted by Lortie (1957), Miskel (1974), 
Pellicer (1984), Savage (1967), Sergiovanni (1967), and 
Wickestrom (1971) with teachers indicated that there are 
several key job satisfiers. Lortie's (1957) study in Dade 
County, Florida, revealed that autonomy and the rela-
tionship of co-workers are satisfiers. Miskel (1980) 
indicated that teacher job satisfiers are creativity and 
responsibility. Sergiovanni's (1967) research indicated 
that achievement, recognition, and the work itself 
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contribute to teachers' overall job satisfaction. 
Pellicer's (1984) research was conducted in five Ohio, 
Richland School District high schools in Ohio. Some of the 
satisfiers noted were: teaching, autonomy, creative 
opportunities, and self-esteem. Both Wickestrom's (1971) 
study with teachers in Saskatchewan and Savage's (1967) 
research with teachers in Georgia supported this position. 
Several research studies have focused on teachers' 
perceptions and affective responses to their position which 
also cause them to be satisfied in their job. Studies have 
been conducted by Chapman and Lowther (1982), Friesen, 
Holdaway and Rice (1983), Holloway (1978), and Hoppock 
(1977) in a public school environment. Chapman and 
Lowther's study (1982) revealed that teacher satisfaction 
is linked to recognition, responsibility, and working with 
significant others. Hoppock's (1977) research with 50 
urban and rural communities in the Northeastern United 
States revealed similar results. 
Friesen, Holdaway and Rice's (1984) research focused 
on three specific aspects of teaching that contribute to 
general job satisfaction. Their major findings indicated: 
job satisfiers include working with students, and 
that relationships with others was a common 
source of both satisfaction and dissatisfaction 
(Friesen et al., 1984). 
Studies conducted with principals also reveal several 
key job satisfiers. Achievement and recognition have been 
noted by several researchers as key job satisfiers for 
principals (Buxton, Patterson and Fansher, 1982; Friesen, 
Holdaway and Rice, 1983; Iannone, 1973 ;Paddock, 1980; 
Peters, 1980; Reynolds and Reynolds, 1982; and Schmidt, 
1976). 
Iannone (1973) found that, for a random sample of 20 
elementary and 20 secondary principals, achievement and 
recognition were mentioned far more frequently than any 
other factor as a source of job satisfaction. Schmidt 
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(1976) conducted a similar study with a sample of 74 prin-
cipals in Chicago. He also found that achievement and 
recognition are perceived as major determinants of overall 
job satisfaction. Reynolds and Reynolds (1982) conducted a 
random sample survey of members of the National Association 
of Elementary School Principals (NAESP) which yielded 
similar findings. Buxton, Patterson and Fansher's (1982) 
research conducted with 224 full-time female secondary 
school principals also indicates that achievement and re-
cognition were "one of the most satisfying aspects of the 
principalship." 
Self-esteem and advancement were also identified as 
important job satisfiers for principals. Self-esteem was 
noted as contributing to principals' overall feeling of 
satisfaction and is linked to how successful they feel 
(Buxton, Patterson and Fansher, 1982; Peters, 1980; 
Reynolds and Reynolds, 1982; and Ronco and Peattie, 1983). 
Advancement was indicated by Schmidt (1976) and Buxton, 
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Patterson and Fansher (1982) as a major job satisfier which 
results in principals' longevity in the position. Both 
studies (Buxton, Patterson and Fansher, 1982 and Schmidt, 
1976) indicated that advancement is a primary force in 
motivating principals to accelerate their performance to 
approach their maximum potential. 
Both male and female principals view autonomy as a key 
job satisfier in fulfilling their psychological needs of 
action, creativity, and task accomplishment. In a study 
conducted with 382 male principals, Gross and Napior (1977) 
indicated that the more autonomy principals receive, the 
greater their intrinsic job satisfaction and ability to 
complete their role responsibilities. 
In a study of 327 principals in Alberta, Canada, 
Friesen, Holdaway and Rice (1984) indicated job satisfac-
tion to be positively linked to responsibility and to 
autonomy as the best predictor of overall satisfaction. 
Further, Friesen, Holdaway and Rice's (1983) study con-
ducted with 149 elementary and secondary principals in 
Alberta, Canada, indicated that 95 percent expressed sat-
isfaction with their position. The mean overall 
satisfaction score was 5.05 on a six-point scale. 
Research on interpersonal relationships with teachers, 
superiors and constituents has revealed mixed findings. 
Studies in which interpersonal relationships have been 
associated with positive feelings were conducted by 
Garawaski (1978), Gross and Napior (1977), Holloway (1978), 
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and Reynolds and Reynolds (1982). Reynolds and Reynolds 
{1982) noted that positive job satisfiers are relationships 
with teachers and good relations with the school board and 
community. Gross and Napior's (1977) research concurred 
with the above findings but also broke down the relation-
ships with teachers to personal loyalty, commitment of 
staff to their responsibilities, and quality of the staff's 
performance. In a study of 410 principals in Alberta, 
Canada, Friesen, Holdaway and Rice (1984) concluded that 
job satisfaction is related to close relationships with 
teachers and interpersonal relationships with both the 
community and central office personnel. In a research 
study conducted with principals in Southeastern 
Pennsylvania, Garawaski (1978) noted that teacher super-
vision and teacher evaluation also contributed to 
principals' job satisfaction. 
Studies in which interpersonal relationships were 
associated with negative feelings included those conducted 
by Buxton, Patterson and Fansher (1982), Iannone (1973), 
and Schmidt (1976). Iannone's (1973) research, with ele-
mentary and secondary principals, indicated that job 
dissatisfiers are interpersonal relationships with supe-
riors and personal relationships with teachers. Schmidt's 
(1976) research, conducted with secondary principals, sup-
ports Iannone's findings. Buxton, Patterson and Fansher 
(1982) narrowed down the dissatisfying types of interper-
sonal relationships to ineffective and uncooperative people 
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or groups associated with the school programs and incompe-
tent teachers. 
Overall, research studies conducted with teachers 
indicated that work related variables which contributed to 
satisfaction are teaching, creativity, autonomy, respon-
sibility, recognition, and relationships with co-workers. 
Job satisfiers for principals included autonomy, responsi-
bility, achievement, recognition, and self-esteem. Studies 
dealing with interpersonal and personal relations with 
others have been viewed as both job satisfiers and job 
dissatisfiers. 
Studies Dealing with the Relationship 
of Gender and Job Satisfaction 
Traditionally, society has viewed males and females 
differently (Frasher and Frasher, 1979; Levandowski, 1977; 
Paddock, 1980; Shakeshaft, 1979; and Whitaker and Hales, 
1984). Male principals are perceived as aggressive, com-
petitive, and authoritarian decision makers while female 
principals are perceived as supportive, nurturing, demo-
cratic decision makers (Frasher and Frasher, 1979). The 
career development of male and female principals reflects 
these sex typed perspectives and influences their degree of 
satisfaction (Fishel and Pottker, 1975; Frasher and 
Frasher, 1979; Gross and Trask, 1976; and Sexton, 1976). 
Research studies linking gender to job satisfaction 
have revealed that male principals are generally satisfied 
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with their jobs and careers (Reynolds and Reynolds, 1982), 
and female principals also appeared to be highly satisfied 
with their work (Paddock, 1980; and Reynolds and Reynolds, 
1982). But, in a comparative study of male and female high 
school principals, Paddock (1980), indicated there is a 
significantly higher satisfaction level for female princi-
pals than for male principals. Hemphill's (1962) study 
revealed that 80 percent of the female principals would 
choose the same career as compared with 63 percent of the 
male principals. With a sample of 2,000 males and 6,000 
females in non-teaching occupations, Buxton, Patterson and 
Fansher (1984) concluded that female principals score some-
what higher than male principals on job satisfaction and 
considerably higher than females in other occupations. 
Friesen, Holdaway and Rice's (1983) research also indicated 
tha12Ht female principals are more satisfied than their male 
counterparts in both rural and suburban school settings. 
Gross and Trask's (1964) research conducted with 
elementary male and female principals indicated that female 
principals' higher feelings of job satisfaction are a di-
rect result of their greater self-confidence in their 
ability to direct instruction and in their commitment to 
the principalship. Barnes (1976), Damico and Nevill 
(1979), Esiler (1975), and Shakeshaft (1986) found similar 
results. 
Generally, indicators have suggested that female 
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principals are more satisfied with their position than male 
principals (Reynolds and Reynolds, 1982). An explanation 
for female principals' increased feelings of job satisfac-
tion has been proffered by Friedan (1981), Hennig and 
Jarding (1977), and Pascarella (1984). Pascarella (1984) 
noted: 
a fast rising percentage of women are entering 
the work force, many pursuing careers. They are 
providing for themselves as persons, seeking 
self-fulfillment through resource and reinforce-
ments for growth that are found in the work 
place. 
He also noted in one study that 87 percent of working women 
polled cited "a personal sense of accomplishment as their 
main reason for working." Hennig and Jarding (1977) con-
curred stating that, "women see a career as personal 
growth, as self-fulfillment, as satisfaction, and as making 
contributions to others". Friedan (1981) agreed that, 
"today's female pursues a career as a stage of 
self -fulfillment." 
In summary, research studies on gender linkages to job 
satisfaction have produced mixed findings. While male and 
female principals are generally satisfied with their posi-
tions, indicators have suggested that female principals are 
more satisfied than male principals. Areas in which female 
principals' satisfaction levels are greater include job 
commitment, career choice, direct instruction and need for 
self-fulfillment. 
Studies Dealing with the Moderating 
Effects of Gender on the 
Relationship between Job 
Characteristics and 
Job Satisfaction 
Research studies which have indicated a moderating 
relationship between gender and job characteristics of 
principals are limited. Those that exist have focused on 
tasks which principals perform, such as: job feedback, 
interrelationships with others, and autonomy within the 
job. 
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There are differences in the way that male and female 
principals perceive these job characteristics (Frasher and 
Frasher, 1979; Grobman and Hines, 1968; Gross and Trask, 
1976; Millson, 1973; and Shakeshaft, 1986). Specifically, 
male and female principals put a different emphasis on the 
importance of the tasks (Futrell, 1985 and Shakeshaft, 
1986). Female principals derive more satisfaction from 
their job responsibilities, supervising instruction, de-
termining student differences, and developing and 
implementing curriculum content while male principals 
derive greater satisfaction from administrative tasks 
(Gross and Trask, 1976) Female principals notice potential 
problem situations within the work environment and review 
the results of their action on these problems more often 
than male principals (Hoyle, 1969). 
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Differences are also evident in the feedback system 
used by principals. Female principals seek feedback from 
others more often than male principals. Female principals 
seek and use information from others while involving both 
superordinates and subordinates in decision making; whereas 
male principals tend to act alone (Frasher and Frasher, 
1979 and Shakeshaft, 1986). Female principals appear to 
use participatory decision making and foster a democratic 
environment within the schools (Grobman and Hines, 1968). 
In summary, gender differences are evident in the 
tasks which principals perform, the feedback sought from 
others, decision making procedures, and their interrela-
tionships with others. 
Studies Dealing with the Relationship 
of Level of the Work Setting 
and Job Satisfaction 
Elementary and secondary teachers appear satisfied 
with their positions. The research of Chapman and Lowther 
(1982), and Miskel, Glasnapp and Hatley (1975) indicated 
they are both highly satisfied with their positions. 
Chapman and Lowther (1982) noted that "elementary and sec-
ondary teachers are highly satisfied with their positions," 
but stated that "teachers' skills and abilities were sig-
nificantly related to their overall job satisfaction on 
both levels." According to their study, elementary and 
secondary teachers with more sophisticated skills and 
abilities appeared to be more satisfied with their 
positions. 
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Miskel's (1982) research conducted with 2,000 Kansas 
elementary and secondary teachers indicates identical job 
satisfaction levels for both groups. Holloway's (1978) 
research conducted with 800 Alberta, canada, elementary and 
secondary teachers indicated 58 facets of a teacher's work 
environment which were related to overall job 
satisfaction. Eighty-nine percent of the elementary 
teachers indicated they are satisfied with their positions 
as compared with 78 percent of the secondary teachers. 
Generally, elementary and secondary principals expe-
rience a similar level of satisfaction, but there are 
differences in the areas of leisure time away from the 
school and the amount of time spent with family (Gross and 
Trask, 1964 and Poppenhagen, Mingus and Rogus, 1980). 
Secondary principals seemed to be less satisfied with the 
amount of time they have away from their job than ele-
mentary principals. Specifically, they were dissatisfied 
because they work longer hours at their schools. 
In summary, research studies comparing the job satis-
faction levels of elementary and secondary teachers and 
principals indicated a similar level of satisfaction. 
Teachers with more sophisticated skills and elementary 
teachers appear more satisfied. Elementary principals also 
appeared slightly more satisfied than their secondary coun-
terparts, who cite lack of leisure time away from school 
and the lack of time spent with family as major 
dissatisfiers. 
Studies Dealing with the Moderating 
Effects of Level of the Work 
Setting on the Relationship 
between Job Characteristics 
and Job Satisfaction 
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Several factors within the level of the work setting 
affect the characteristics of principals' jobs. These 
factors have an influence on each environment. Differences 
exist in both the composition of each setting and the prin-
cipals' roles within each setting. 
Elementary and secondary school cultures represent 
diverse educational settings. Elementary schools tend to 
have nurturing, cooperative, dependent, and democratic 
environments in contrast to secondary schools which reflect 
more aggressive, independent, self-assertive, and author-
itative environments (Damico and Nevill, 1979). The cur-
riculums are also different within these environments. 
Elementary schools teach global, basic skills while sec-
ondary schols offer course work especially designed to 
prepare students for college, vocational schools or the 
business world (Kmetz and Willower, 1982). 
Teacher certification programs reflect differences 
based on teaching content and shaping students' behavior. 
Elementary teacher training programs stress the development 
of the whole-child, learning theory, methods courses, and 
in general, academic content while secondary teacher 
training programs emphasize specific subject knowledge 
(Sergiovanni, 1987). 
The principals' role within each setting further 
reflects this diversity. Elementary and secondary prin-
ipals perform their daily activities differently. Kmetz 
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and Willower (1982) found that the time spent on adminis-
trative tasks was dissimilar. Their results revealed that 
elementary principals engage in more activities, have fewer 
scheduled meetings, less correspondence, more desk work, 
and conduct more telephone calls than secondary 
principals. Furthermore, elementary principals had more 
contacts with superiors and with parents and spent more 
time on the school's instructional programs and less on 
extracurricular activities. 
Poppenhagen, Mingus and Rogus (1980) also distinguish 
differences in elementary and secondary principals' per-
ceptions of feedback from others, autonomy, influence on 
others, and their management of daily activities. 
Elementary principals engaged in more feedback from others, 
including students, and feel they have more influence on 
others. Secondary principals appeared to have more autonomy 
in making decisions within their building and more control 
over daily activities than elementary principals. 
In summary, the content of each setting, the teachers' 
roles, and the principals' roles within each setting are 
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different. These differences are evident in the diverse 
environments, teaching content, teacher training programs, 
time spent on daily administrative tasks, and principals' 
perceptions of those tasks. 
Studies Dealing with the Joint Moderating 
Effects of Gender and Level of the 
Work Setting on the Relationship 
between Job Characteristics 
and Job Satisfaction 
After a careful review of the literature, studies 
dealing with the joint moderating effects of gender and 
level on the relationship between job characteristics and 
job satisfaction do not appear to be evident. However, it 
is possible to extend the previous research conclusions 
cited in this study to support the concept of these joint 
moderating effects on the relationship of job characteris-
tics and job satisfaction. A study conducted by Frasher 
and Frasher (1979), indicated that, "the nurturing, sup-
portive and socializing behaviors of female principals 
contribute to their higher level of satisfaction especially 
at the elementary level." Their research also indicated 
that female elementary principals received higher ratings 
from superiors than their male counterparts as effective, 
satisfied administrators. 
If it is true that females are perceived as being more 
nurturing and democratic in their leadership behavior than 
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males, and if elementary schools are associated with more 
nurturing and democratic climates, then elementary female 
principals would more likely feel a greater sense of satis-
faction, than their male, secondary counterparts under 
lower autonomy conditions. Consequently, there would be a 
greater compatibility between the employee and the work 
setting. Conversely, under conditions of high job auton-
omy, male secondary principals would more likely feel a 
higher degree of job satisfaction than female, elementary 
principals. 
In summary, one might expect gender and the level of 
the work setting to moderate the relationship between the 
characteristics of principals' jobs and the degree of sat-
isfaction they receive from it. 
Hypotheses and Rationale 
Using both the basic theoretical framework presented 
in chapter one and the supportive evidence presented in 
this chapter, four research hypotheses are postulated to 
signify the relationship between the perceptions of certain 
job characteristics among public school principals and 
their level of job satisfaction. 
Hypothesis I: 
There is a positive and significant relationship 
between each of the five job characteristics and job sat-
isfaction for public school principals. 
la. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between skill variety and the degree of overall job sat-
isfaction for public school principals. 
lb. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between task identity and the degree of overall job sat-
isfaction for public school principals. 
lc. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between task significance and the degree of overall job 
satisfaction for public school principals. 
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ld. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between autonomy and the degree of overall job satisfaction 
for public school principals. 
le. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between job feedback and the degree of overall job satis-
faction for public school principals. 
Rationale: Research indicates that the job character-
istics (autonomy, skill variety, task significance, and job 
feedback) are positively linked to middle managers', gener-
al levels of job satisfaction. Research studies on middle 
managers' job satisfaction also confirm the reliability and 
validity of the J.D.S. instrument in determining that these 
five core characteristics are related to job satisfaction 
(Aldag and Brief, 1978; Sims, Szilagyi and Keller, 1976; 
and Stone and Porter, 1975). Since public school prin-
cipals are middle managers, a positive association would 
expected to exist between the job characteristics of middle 
managers and principals' satisfaction. 
Furthermore, previous research on job satisfaction of 
public school principals has specifically linked the job 
characteristics (autonomy, achievement, recognition, self-
esteem and relationship with others) to their overall level 
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of job satisfaction. Though skill variety, task identity, 
task significance have not been specifically investigated 
with public school principals, these core job character-
istics are an integral component of a principal's job 
responsibilities. Since job satisfaction research studies 
have indicated that public school principals are satisfied 
with their positions, one might expect these job character-
istics (skill variety, task identity and task significance) 
to be positively correlated with public school principals' 
overall job satisfaction. 
Hypothesis II: 
The interaction between gender and each of the job 
characteristics will contribute significantly to the degree 
of variance in job satisfaction for public school 
principals. 
Rationale: Gender affects how male and female princi-
pals perform their job and are satisfied within their job. 
Research studies have indicated significant differences in 
their prioritizing of tasks, interacting with others and 
accepting feedback from others. For example, under low 
feedback conditions, female principals may be more satis-
fied than male principals and less satisfied than their 
male counterparts under high feedback conditions. Although 
there is not sufficient evidence to predict the direction 
of this interaction, it appears that gender could moderate 




The interaction between levels in the public school 
setting and each of the job characteristics will contribute 
significantly to the degree of variance in job satisfaction 
for public school principals. 
Rationale: Elementary and secondary school environ-
ments, course offerings, time spent on administrative tasks 
and teacher training programs are different. Consequently, 
it might be expected that these environments might moderate 
the relationship between job characteristics and job satis-
faction in different ways. 
For example, elementary principals have traditionally 
had less job autonomy than their secondary counterparts. 
Because this condition is frequently anticipated by those 
training for public school principal positions, it is 
possible that those who aspire to the various levels of the 
principalship would feel comfortable with the characteris-
tics of the position. Therefore, it seems to be reasonable 
to state that elementary principals would likely be more 
satisfied than secondary principals under conditions of low 
job autonomy. 
Hypothesis IV: 
The three-way interaction between gender, level, and 
each of the job characteristics contributes significantly 
to the degree of variance in job satisfaction for public 
school principals. 
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Rationale: What is suggested is that gender and level 
moderate the relationship between job characteristics and 
job satisfaction. Although job autonomy generally has been 
associated with higher levels of job satisfaction, that 
relationship can be moderated by gender and level jointly. 
An example will serve to clarify this statement. 
Because elementary principals are socialized to accept less 
autonomy than secondary principals, it is expected that 
they would be more satisfied with less job autonomy. 
Because males are acculturated to expect more job autonomy 
than females, it is possible that they would be less sat-
isfied than females with less autonomy. Consequently, it 
would be expected that elementary male principals would be 
less satisfied with low autonomy than elementary females, 
but more satisfied than secondary males. Furthermore, 
female secondary principals might be dissatisfied with high 
job autonomy while their male secondary counterparts would 
be highly satisfied. 
Summary 
A concise review of the literature was presented in 
studies relating to the hypothesized areas. 
It was hypothesized that each of the five core job 
characteristics would significantly and positively relate 
to job satisfaction, that gender would moderate the re-
lationship between the job characteristics and job 
satisfaction, that level would moderate the relationship 
between the job characteristics and job satisfaction, and 
that together gender and level would jointly moderate the 




DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Scope of the Study 
This research was designed to examine the relation-
ship between certain job characteristics of public school 
principals and their level of job satisfaction. The mod-
rating effects of gender and level of the public school 
setting on this relationship were also investigated in 
this study. 
To accomplish this, it was necessary to select a 
sample, measure the constructs and analyze the data. 
These procedures are described in the following sections: 
assumptions and limitations, definition of population and 
selection of the sample, data collection, instrumentation, 
research design of the study, and summary. 
Assumption and Limitations 
For the purposes of this study, the following assump-
tions were made by the researcher: 
1) The sample of elementary and secondary principals 
were representative of elementary and secondary 
principals throughout the states of Oklahoma, Kansas 
and Missouri who were members of their respective 
principal organizations. 
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2) The responses of all participants on the Job 
Diagnostic Survey reflected a true representation of 
their attitudes and understanding of each question. 
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3) The responses of all participants on the demo-
graphic survey reflected a true representation of the 
personal characteristics of the sample population. 
This study examined the relationship of job character-
istics to general job satisfaction, but is limited by: 
1) Public school principals who were members of the 
National Oklahoma, Kansas or Missouri Association of 
Elementary or Secondary School Principals. 
2) The size of the sample and the design of the study 
restricted the generalization of these findings to 
this population. 
Definition of the Population and 
Selection of the Sample 
The population for this study was limited to full-
time, non-teaching principals. Each principal was a cer-
tified teacher who held a current provisional or standard 
principal's elementary or secondary certificate in either 
the state of Oklahoma, Kansas, or Missouri. Principals 
belonged to the National Association of Elementary School 
Principals or the National Association of Secondary School 
Principals. These three states were chosen because of 
their geographic proximity and similarities in cultural 
norms and values. Principals must have been registered 
with their state and national organizations for the 
1986-1987 school year. In Table I, the defined population 

















NUMBER PORTION OF NUMBER WHO 
SAMPLED POPULATIOM RESPONDED 
SAMPLED 
180 (31) 106 
180 (66) 104 
180 (21) 105 
180 (73) 100 











registered, those sampled for this study and the number who 
responded from the sample group. 
It was decided that to obtain the sample of 400 school 
principals needed to test the hypotheses, it was necessary 
to draw a large enough sample of 700 principals to compen-
sate for the standard non-return rate of 40 percent with 
two mail-outs (Gay, 1981). According to Fowler (1984), an 
analysis of subgroups is used to determine what the size of 
a sample ought to be. Based on the smallest subgroup (in 
this case, level of the work setting by gender), an esti-
mate of size is made according to the minimum numbers 
required to allow an adequate statistical analysis of the 
data. Kerlinger and Pedhazur (1973) recommend a sample 
size of at least 30 for every independent variable in the 
regression model. Since one model in this study contained 
three independent variables, it was necessary to collect 
data for approximately 100 female elementary principals, 
100 male elementary princials, 100 female secondary prin-
cipals and 100 male secondary principals. 
The names of the principals comprising this sample 
were randomly selected from the 1986-1987 Oklahoma, Kansas 
or Missouri National Association of Elementary School 
Principals or Secondary School Principals' Member Mailing 
Lists. Male elementary principals were assigned a consec-
utive number from 0 to 594. Female elementary principals 
were assigned a number from 594 to 869. Male secondary 
principals were assigned a number from 870 to 1,030. 
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Female secondary principals were assigned a number from 
1,031 to 1,277. Using a table of random numbers, 180 
principals from each of the the four groups were selected. 
Within this sample, secondary and elementary female 
principals were under-represented in the defined popula-
tion, thereby making them over-represented in the sample 
group. Since each group was given a chance of selection 
different from other groups in the population, appropriate 
compensatory weighting was conducted to generate accurate 
population statistics for the combined total sample 
(Fowler, 1984). 
Data Collection 
A letter describing the research project was sent in 
July, 1986, to the Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri National 
Associations of Elementary School Principals and Secondary 
School Principals requesting a mailing list with the names 
of the currently registered elementary and secondary non-
teaching principals. All associations complied with the 
request. 
On July 16, 1986, a letter requesting a copy of the 
Job Diagnostic survey (J.D.S.) and permission to use the 
questionnaire in this research study was sent to Roy 
Walters and Associates. Roy Walters and Associates agreed 
to allow the researcher to use the J.D.S. instrument (See 
Appendix A) for the collection of data. 
In October, 1986, questionnaires and answer sheets 
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were mailed to a random sample of principals from each sub-
group (See Appendices B and C). All questionnaires were 
coded so that follow-up questionnaires could be sent to 
non-respondents. Along with the questionnaires, an explan-
atory letter and stamped self-addressed envelope were 
forwarded to the sample group (See Appendix D). In 
December, non-respondents received a second questionnaire. 
By January, 1987, 436 questionnaires or 61 percent of the 
total number had been completed and returned. (See Table 
I). Of that number, 416 (58 percent) returned usable 
questionnaires. As each questionnaire was returned to the 
researcher, it was hand scored to determine the respon-
dents' scores on the five job characteristics and their 
general job satisfaction score. 
The following data were collected from the ques-
tionnaires which were mailed to the sample: overall job 
satisfaction, skill variety, task identity, task signif-
icance, autonomy, and job feedback. Respondents were also 
asked to provide the following demographic information 
concerning themselves and their educational setting: sex, 
position, level of work setting, time in present position, 
years of experience as a principal, highest degree attain-
ed, and career goals. 
Instrumentation 
The emphasis of this research was on the perceived 
relationship between the five job characteristics and the 
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overall job satisfaction levels for elementary and second-
ary school principals. Job satisfaction was measured with 
the Job Diagnostic Survey (J.D.S.), developed and tested by 
Hackman and Oldham (1980). Over the last few years, this 
instrument has been used extensively in research and change 
projects across the United States. The norms were based on 
the responses of 6,930 employees who work on 876 different 
jobs in 56 organizations. The norms were computed by 
averaging the scores of employees who work on each of the 
876 jobs and then computing overall means across those 
jobs. The J.D.S. elicits respondents' perceptions of the 
attributes of their jobs and their satisfaction levels 
through job characteristic variables and a general job sat-
isfaction measure. Each variable was measured in two 
different sections of the J. D.S. and by items written in 
two different formats, thereby decreasing the degree to 
which substantive content and measurement technique are 
confounded within the instrument. 
Reliabilities were computed by obtaining the median 
interim correlation for all items which were scored on each 
variable and then adjusting the median by Spearman-Brown 
procedures to obtain an estimate of the reliability for the 
summary scale score. Internal consistency reliabilities 
range from a high of . 76 to a low of .59 (See Table II). 
For this study, the reliability coefficients ranged from a 
high of . 73 to a low of .61 (See Table II). 







































the variables measured by the J.O.S. related to one another 
generally as predicated by the theory on which the instru-
ment was based. All variables were expressed on a seven 
point Likert-like scale where one was low and seven was 
high. 
Statistical Procedures 
Four multiple regression models were constructed to 
test the hypotheses. The first regression model examined 
all five job characteristics in a multiple regression 
procedure. A stepwise regression procedure of the signif-
icant variables, followed by forced entry of the remaining 
variables, was used to determine the importance of each job 
characteristic within each set. To establish the impact of 
gender on the relationship between the job characteristics 
and general job satisfaction, a moderated, hierarchical 
procedure was employed with the second model. Three 
variables were entered in the following, specific order: 
the job characteristic, gender, and the job characteristic-
gender interaction term. This procedure was duplicated for 
each job characteristic (skill variety, task identity, task 
significance, autonomy, and feedback from the job) in the 
Hackman and Oldham model. To establish the impact of level 
of the work setting on the relationship between the job 
characteristic and general job statisfaction, a moderated, 
hierarchical procedure was also employed with the third 
model. Three variables were entered in the following, 
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specific order: the job characteristic, level, and the job 
characteristic-level interaction term. This procedure was 
again duplicated for each job characteristic in the Hackman 
and Oldham model. To establish the impact of the joint 
moderators (gender and level) on the relationship between 
the job characteristics and general job satisfaction, a 
moderated hierarchical procedure was also employed with 
the fourth model. Several variables were entered hier-
archically in the following order: were the job 
characteristic, gender, level, relevant two-way interaction 
terms and the job characteristic-gender-level interaction 
term. This procedure was again duplicated for each job 
characteristic in the Hackman and Oldham model. 
Because females and secondary principals were selected 
at a rate that was higher than that reflected in the target 
population, it was necessary to employ a compensatory 
weighting technique. This compensatory weighting procedure 
adjusted for the over representation of females and under 
representation of males in the sample groups. The weight 
for each group was derived by calculating the percentage 
each group represented in the sample and frequency percent-
age of the sample (See Table III). In this way, it was 
possible to generate models reflective of the population 
with a disproportionate sample. This technique was only 
used with the model in which subgroup analysis was not 
employed. 
A probability level of .05 was established to test the 
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interaction term for significance. 
Summary 
This chapter described the methodology utilized to 
analyze the data collected on job characteristic variables 
of public school principals and their perceptions of their 
level of job satisfaction. Correlation techniques and 
several multiple regression models were utilized as the 
major statistical treatment methods. The population was 
limited to full-time, non-teaching principals who belonged 
to their respective principal organizations in the states 
of Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
This chapter presents an analysis of the collected 
data. The analysis of data was based on the responses to 
the Job Diagnostic Survey by a sample of 415 principals. 
The sample contained 210 elementary principals and 205 
secondary principals. Demographic data were also collect-
ed in order to provide a general description of the 
background and goals of the respondents who participated 
in the study. 
The results of this study will be reported in the 
testing of hypotheses and demographic information 
sections. 
Testing of Hypotheses 
Four hypotheses were used to examine the relationship 
between certain job characteristics of public school prin-
cipals and their level of job satisfaction. 
Hypothesis I: 
There is a positive and significant relationship 
between each of the five job characteristics and job 
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satisfaction for public school principals. 
la. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between skill variety and the degree of overall job satis-
faction for public school principals. 
lb. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between task identity and the degree of overall job satis-
faction for public school principals. 
lc. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between task significance and the degree of overall job 
satisfaction for public school principals. 
ld. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between autonomy and the degree of overall job satisfaction 
for public school principals. 
le. There is a positive and significant relationship 
between job feedback and the degree of overall job satis-
faction for public school principals. 
Since five predicator variables were used, each 
variable was loaded into the regression equation to deter-
mine its relationship with job satisfaction. Three of the 
five hypothesized job characteristics were positively and 
significantly related to job satisfaction (See Table IV). 
TABLE IV 
A STEPWISE REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN JOB 
CHARACTERISTICS AND 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Variable b F 
Job Feedback .2439 24.89 
Autonomy .1194 5.83 
Task Significance .1496 5.38 
Skill Variety -.0406 0.51 
Task Identity .0182 0.29 
** Significant at the .01 level 









Based on the results displayed in Table IV, it can be 
seen that skill variety and task identity did not contrib-
ute significantly to the variance in job satisfaction while 
task significance, autonomy, and job feedback did. Job 
feedback provided the greatest contribution to job satis-
faction, followed by autonomy and task significance. These 
five variables accounted for sixteen percent of the vari-
ance in job satisfaction. 
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Hypothesis II 
The interaction between gender and each of the job 
characteristics will contribute significantly to the degree 
of variance in job satisfaction for public school 
principals. 
TABLE V 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF SKILL VARIETY, GENDER AND 
THE INTERACTION TERM ON 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Source DF ss 
Full Model 3 6. 7226 
Skill Variety(SV) 1 1.5386 
Gender (G) 1 4.9183 
SV X G 1 .2657 
Error 411 284.3678 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level. 













Based on the results displayed in Table V, it can be 
concluded that skill variety did not significantly contrib-
ute to job satisfaction, gender did significantly 
contribute to job satisfaction, and the interaction term 
was not significant. Consequently, the hypothesis was not 
confirmed. Gender did not moderate the relationship be-
tween skill variety and job satisfaction. The total model 
accounted for two percent of the variance in job 
satisfaction. 
TABLE VI 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF TASK IDENTITY, GENDER AND 
THE INTERACTION TERM ON 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Source DF ss 
Full Model 3 15.3597 
Task Identity (TI) 1 9. 7064 
Gender (G) 1 4.7547 
TI x G 1 .8986 
Error 411 275.7308 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 













Based on the results displayed in Table VI, it can be 
concluded that task identity and gender significantly 
contributed to job satisfaction, but the interaction term 
was not significant. Consequently, the hypothesis was not 
confirmed. Gender did not moderate the relationship be-
tween task identity and job satisfaction. The total model 
accounted for five percent of the variance in job 
satisfaction. 
TABLE VII 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF TASK SIGNIFICANCE, GENDER 
AND THE INTERACTION TERM ON 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Source DF ss 
Full Model 3 25.0349 
Task Significance (TS) 1 19.1077 
Gender (G) 1 4.6915 
TS X G 1 1.2356 
Error 411 266.0556 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 













Based on the results displayed in Table VII, it can be 
concluded that task significance and gender significantly 
contributed to job satisfaction, but the interaction term 
was not significant. Consequently, the hypothesis was not 
confirmed. Gender did not moderate the relationship be-
tween task significance and job satisfaction. The total 
model accounted for approximately nine percent of the vari-
ance in job satisfaction. 
TABLE VIII 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF AUTONOMY, GENDER AND 
THE INTERACTION TERM ON 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Source DF ss F 
Full Model 3 21.3245 10.83 
Autonomy (A) 1 14.3618 21.88 
Gender (G) 1 5.5915 8.52 
A X G 1 1.3712 2.09 
Error 411 269.7659 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 







Based on the results displayed in Table VIII, it can 
be concluded that autonomy and gender significantly 
contributed to job satisfaction, but the interaction term 
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was not significant. Consequently, the hypothesis was not 
confirmed. Gender did not moderate the relationship be-
tween autonomy and job satisfaction. The total model 
accounted for seven percent of the variance in job 
satisfaction. 
TABLE IX 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF JOB FEEDBACK, GENDER 
AND THE INTERACTION TERM ON 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Source DF ss 
Full Model 3 28.3792 
Job Feedback (JF) 1 20.0304 
Gender (G) 1 5.9677 
JF X G 1 2.3811 
Error 411 262.7112 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 













Based on the results displayed in Table IX, it can be 
concluded that all three variables were significant. Job 
feedback, gender and the interaction term contributed to 
job satisfaction. Consequently, the hypothesis was 
confirmed. In this model, gender did moderate the 
relationship between job feedback and job satisfaction. 
The total model accouned for ten percent of the variance in 
job satisfaction. 
Hypothesis III 
The interaction between levels in the public school 
setting and each of the job characteristics will contribute 
significantly to the degree of variance in job satisfaction 
for public school principals. 
Source 
TABLE X 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF SKILL VARIETY, LEVEL OF WORK 
SETTING AND THE INTERACTION TERM 
ON JOB SATISFACTION 
DF ss F prob>F 
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Full Model 3 1.6358 . 77 .5089 .0056 
Skill Variety (SV) 1 1.5386 
Level (L) 1 .0446 
SV X L 1 .0526 
Error 411 289.4546 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 
* Significant at the .05 level 
2.18 .1402 
0.06 .8014 
0.07 . 7848 
Based on the results displayed in Table X, it can be 
concluded that skill variety, level of work setting, and 
the interaction term did not significantly contribute to 
job satisfaction. Consequently, the hypothesis was not 
confirmed. Level of the work setting did not moderate the 
relationship between skill variety and job satisfaction. 
The total model accounted for less than one percent of the 
variance in jo~ satisfaction. 
TABLE XI 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF TASK IDENTITY, LEVEL OF WORK 
SETTING AND THE INTERACTION TERM 
ON JOB SATISFACTION 
Source DF ss F prob>F 
Full Model 3 12.4270 6.11 .0004** 
Task Identity (TI) 1 9. 7063 14.32 .0002** 
Level (L) 1 .1156 0.17 .6798 
TI X L 1 2.6049 3.84 .0507* 
Error 411 278.6635 
Total 414 
** Significant at .01 level 
* Significant at the .05 level 
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.0426 
Based on the results displayed in Table XI, it can be 
concluded that task identity and the interaction term 
significantly contributed to job satisfaction, but level of 
the work setting was not significant. Consequently, the 
hypothesis was confirmed. In this model, level of the work 
setting did moderate the relationship between task identity 
and job satisfaction. The total model accounted for four 
percent of the variance in job satisfaction. 
Source 
TABLE XII 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF TASK SIGNIFICANCE,LEVEL OF 
WORK SETTING AND THE INTERACTION 
TERM ON JOB SATISFACTION 
DF ss F prob>F 
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Full Model 3 19.8563 10.03 .0001** .0682 
Task Significance (TS) 1 19.1077 
Level (L) 1 .0168 
TS X L 1 • 7319 
Error 411 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 





Based on the results displayed in Table XII, it can be 
concluded that task significance significantly contributed 
to job satisfaction, but level of work setting and the in-
teraction term were not significant. Consequently, the 
hypothesis was not confirmed. Level of the work setting 
did not moderate the relationship between task significance 
and job satisfaction. The total model accounted for seven 
percent of the variance in job satisfaction. 
Source 
TABLE XIII 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF AUTONOMY, LEVEL OF WORK 
SETTING AND THE INTERACTION 
TERM ON JOB SATISFACTION 
DF ss F prob>F 
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Full Model 3 15.0137 7.45 .0001** .0516 
Autonomy (A) 1 14.3618 
Level (L) 1 .0227 
A X L 1 .6291 
Error 411 276.0769 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 




Based on the results displayed in Table XIII, it can 
be concluded that autonomy significantly contributed to job 
satisfaction, but level of work setting and the interaction 
term were not significant. Consequently, the hypothesis 
was not confirmed. Level of the work setting did not 
moderate the relationship between autonomy and job 
satisfaction. The total model accounted for five percent 
of the variance in job satisfaction. 
Source 
TABLE XIV 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF JOB FEEDBACK, LEVEL OF WORK 
SETTING AND THE INTERACTION 
TERM ON JOB SATISFACTION 
OF ss F prob>F 
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Full Model 3 20.7381 10.51 .0001** .0712 
Job Feedback (JF) 1 20.0304 
Level (L) 1 .5306 
JF X L 1 .1771 
Error 411 270.3524 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 




Based on the results displayed in Table XIV, it can be 
concluded that job feedback significantly contributed to 
job satisfactio?, but level of the work setting and the in-
teraction term were not significant. Consequently, the 
hypothesis was not confirmed. Level of the work setting 
did not moderate the relationship between job feedback and 
job satisfaction. The total model accounted for seven 
percent of the variance in job satisfaction. 
Hypothesis IV: 
The three-way interaction between gender, level and 
each of the job characteristics contributes significantly 




A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF SKILL VARIETY, GENDER, LEVEL 
AND THE INTERACTION TERM ON 
JOB SATISFACTION 
DF ss F prob>F 
66 
Full Model 7 7.0846 1.45 .1836 .0243 
Skill Variety (SV) 1 1.5386 
Gender (G) 1 4.9183 
Level (L) 1 .0355 
G X L 1 .0123 
SV X G X L 3 .5799 
Error 407 284.0058 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 
* Significant at the .05 level 
2.20 .1383 





Based on the results displayed in Table XV, it can be 
concluded that only gender significantly contributed to job 
satisfaction. Skill variety, level, gender x level, and the 
interaction term were not significant. Consequently, the 
hypothesis was not confirmed. Gender and level of the work 
setting did not moderate the relationship between skill 
variety and job satisfaction. The total model accounted for 
two percent of the variance in job satisfaction. 
TABLE XVI 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF TASK IDENTITY, GENDER, LEVEL 
AND THE INTERACTION TERM ON 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Source DF ss 
Full Model 7 17.7778 
Task Identity (TI) 1 9. 7064 
Gender (G) 1 4. 754 7 
Level (L) 1 .1005 
G X L 1 .0067 
TI X G X L 3 3.2105 
Error 407 291.0905 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 

















Based on the results displayed in Table XVI, it can be 
concluded that task identity and gender significantly con-
tributed to job satisfaction. Level, gender x level, and 
the three-way interaction term were not significant. 
Consequently, the hypothesis was not confirmed. Gender and 
level of the work setting did not moderate the relationship 
between task identity and job satisfaction. The total mod-




A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF TASK SIGNIFICANCE, GENDER, 
LEVEL AND THE INTERACTION TERM 
ON JOB SATISFACTION 
DF ss F prob>F 
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Full Model 7 26.1271 5. 73 .0001** .0896 
Task Significance (TS) 1 19.1077 
Gender (G) 1 4.6915 
Level (L) 1 .0188 
G X L 1 .0036 
TS X G X L 3 2.3052 
Error 407 264.9634 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 






Based on the results displayed in Table XVII, it can 
be concluded that task significance and gender signifcant-
ly contributed to job satisfaction. Level, gender x level, 
and the three-way interaction term were not significant. 
Consequently, the hypothesis was not confirmed. Gender and 
level of the work setting did not moderate the relationship 
between task significance and job satisfaction. The total 




A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF AUTONOMY, GENDER, LEVEL 
AND THE INTERACTION TERM ON 
JOB SATISFACTION 
DF ss F prob>F 
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Full Model 7 24.712 5.39 .0001** .0849 
Autonomy (A) 1 14.3618 
Gender (G) 1 5.5915 
Level (L) 1 .0177 
G X L 1 .0714 
A X G X L 3 4. 6703 
Error 407 266.3777 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 




.11 . 7413 
2.38 .0693 
Based on the results displayed in Table XVIII, it can 
be concluded that autonomy and gender significantly con-
tributed to job satisfaction. Level, gender x level, and 
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the three-way interaction term were not significant. 
Consequently, the hypothesis was not confirmed. Gender and 
level of the work setting did not moderate the relationship 
between autonomy and job satisfaction. The total model 
accounted for eight percent of the variance in job 
satisfaction. 
TABLE XIX 
A MODERATED REGRESSION MODEL SHOWING THE 
EFFECTS OF JOB FEEDBACK, GENDER, LEVEL 
AND THE INTERACTION TERM ON 
JOB SATISFACTION 
Source DF ss 
Full Model 7 31.5412 
Job Feedback (JF) 1 20.0304 
Gender (G) 1 5.9677 
Level (L) 1 5.1094 
G X L 1 .0243 
JF X G X L 3 5.0077 
Error 407 259.5493 
Total 414 
** Significant at the .01 level 

















Based on the results displayed in Table XIX, it can be 
concluded that job feedback, gender, and the three-way in-
teraction term significantly contributed to job 
satisfaction. Level, and gender x level were not 
significant. Consequently, in this model the hypothesis was 
confirmed. Gender and level of the work setting did 
moderate the relationship between job feedback and job 
satisfaction. The total model accounted for eleven percent 
of the variance in job satisfaction. 
Demographic Data 
A review of the demographic data obtained from the 415 
respondents who completed the questionnaire for this study 
is provided in order to describe the pertinent character-
istics of the sample (See Table XX). 
The data indicated that 51 percent were elementary 
principals while 49 percent were secondary principals. 
From this group, 51 percent had held their current posi-
tions for one to five years. About 26 percent had held 
their positions for five to ten years. A majority of 
principals sampled had been in administration for two to 
seven years. Eighty-one percent of the principals sampled 
held a Master's degree plus some hours. Only 14 percent or 
58 principals held a Doctorate degree. 
Data concerning goals revealed that 26 percent wanted 
to be elementary principals. Approximately, 22 percent 
indicated their goal was to be a superintendent while 17 




DEMOGRAPHIC DATA DESCRIBING 
THE RESPONDENTS 
Variable 









Master's + Hrs. 
Master's 
Bachelor's + Cert. 
Bachelor's + Hrs. 
Goals 




Asst. H.S. Principal 
Elem. Principal 
Other 
Time in Present 
Position (Yrs} 
1 - 5 
5 - 10 
10 - 15 


















































SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSIONS 
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
The major purposes of this chapter are to discuss the 
results of the research, to suggest the practical implica-
tions of this theory, and to recommend future research. 
Summary 
This research was designed to determine which job 
characteristics of the principalship contributed to job 
satisfaction and to ascertain the singular and joint moder-
ating effects of gender and level of the work setting on 
the relationship of these job characteristics and job 
satisfaction. One standard and three moderated regression 
models were constructed to test the hypotheses. 
It was hypothesized that the five core job character-
istics would contribute to the variance in job satisfac-
tion, that gender would moderate the relationship between 
the various job characteristics and job satisfaction, that 
level would moderate the relationship between the various 
job characteristics and job satisfaction, and that together 
gender and level would jointly moderate the relationship 
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between the various job characteristics and job 
satisfaction. 
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It was determined that only three of the five job 
characteristics (job feedback, task significance, and 
autonomy) influenced the variance in job satisfaction. 
Gender only moderated the relationship between job feedback 
and job satisfaction. The level of the work setting only 
moderated the relationship between task identity and job 
satisfaction. Both gender and level only moderated the 
relationship between job feedback and job satisfaction. 
A more detailed interpretation of the significant 
results will be presented. 
Discussion and Conclusion 
The results revealed that a significant and positive 
relationship exists between each of these job characteris-
tics (task significance, autonomy, and job feedback) and 
job satisfaction. Task identity and skill variety did not 
contribute significantly to job satisfaction. It is in-
teresting to note that the relationship between skill 
variety and job satisfaction was negative. Altogether 
these five core job characteristics explain only 16 percent 
of the total variance of public school principal's job 
satisfaction. Consequently, 84 percent of the variance in 
job satisfaction remains unexplained. 
The intricate relationship between each job charac-
teristics and job satisfaction, including the impact of the 
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gender-level moderators, will be discussed in the sections 
which follow. Job characteristics will be presented in the 
order of their degree of contribution to the variance in 
job satisfaction. 
Job Feedback 
Job feedback contributed to the level of job satisfac-
tion and was moderated by the single effect of gender, the 
joint effects of gender and level, but not by the single 
effect of level. Because the relationship was influenced 
by both gender and level jointly, it is not as accurate to 
discuss the main effects of job feedback or the single 
moderating effects of gender alone as it is to discuss the 
joint interaction. 
For example, while it was generally true that, as job 
feedback increased, job satisfaction increased, it was more 
true for some groups and less true for others. An inter-
pretation of the singular moderating effect of gender on 
the feedback satisfaction relationship would lead to the 
conclusion that females are less satisfied than males when 
there is a great deal of feedback (See Figure 2). It is, 
however, more accurate to state that all male principals 
and elementary female principals are more satisfied than 
secondary female principals under conditions of high job 
feedback (See Figure 3). 
Job feedback was more satisfying to secondary male 










Figure 2. The Interaction Effect of Gender and Job Feedback on Job Satisfaction 
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Fiqure 3. The Interaction Effect of Gender, 
Level and Job Feedback on Job Satisfaction 
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principals. Indeed, secondary female principals experienc-
ed a steady level of satisfaction, under both high and low 
feedback conditions. On the other hand, secondary male 
principals appeared significantly less satisfied, under low 
job feedback conditions, than the other groups. 
Perhaps, this was the result of several factors 
operating within the structure of the secondary level which 
are salient for males, but not their female counterparts. 
Charol Shakeshaft (1986) suggested that male supervisors of 
principals did not provide females with the same high 
quality feedback that was given to their male 
counterparts. When asked why, they stated that they were 
afraid of women crying; therefore they frequently did not 
provide important, corrective feedback concerning the job 
performance of female, secondary principals. Possibly, the 
supervisors hesitation was more true at the secondary level 
than at the elementary level because of their belief that 
women could not handle the demands of a traditional male 
job which has a higher ratio of male teachers. It may be 
perceived that elementary female principals could respond 
to criticism successfully because their jobs required tra-
ditional female behaviors, that is, nurturing and empathic 
attitudes. Consequently, the quality of feedback received 
may be lower for secondary female principals, even when it 
is of sufficient quantity. Further, the informal feedback 
network for female secondary principals is marginal because 
of the limited numbers of fellow females in the secondary 
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principalship. 
To compensate, secondary female principals have had to 
learn how to generate their own self-feedback systems cen-
tered around their own beliefs and values. This skill may 
be developed to a greater degree by female secondary 
principals than male secondary principals because the lat-
ter have a greater opportunity to receive their job 
feedback from the formal system. Some research studies 
(Gross and Trask, 1976) indicated that males have been so-
cialized and acculturated to receive regular feedback on . 
their performance. However, because secondary females 
must, by necessity, rely on self-feedback, they appear to 
be more satisfied than their male counterparts under low 
feedback conditions. 
on the elementary level, satisfaction levels for both 
male and female principals were similar across all levels 
of job feedback. The issue of masculinity or femininity 
appears not to be differentiated at this level. Perhaps, 
this is true because elementary schools contain a nurtur-
ing, cooperative and dependent environment which is more 
conducive to providing quality job feedback. In this 
setting, elementary male and female principals received 
formal and informal job feedback. 
Autonomy 
Autonomy contributed to public school principals' 
level of job satisfaction but was not moderated by single 
or joint effects of gender and level as hypothesized. 
Public school principals place importance on the substan-
tial freedom and independence they have in carrying out 
their responsibilities. 
This conclusion could be explained by the roles and 
reesponsibilities principals have as educational leaders, 
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to make daily decisions concerning the multiple responsi-
bilities and activities required by the position. Authors 
Poppenhagen, Mingus and Rogus (1980) suggested that auton-
omy corresponded with the ideal concept of educational 
leadership as the central focus of the principals' roles 
and allows them to carry out their responsibilities. 
The results of this study indicated that under high 
autonomy conditions, male and female, elementary and sec-
ondary principals experienced a similar increase in job 
satisfaction. Male and female public school principals 
viewed themselves as leaders with responsibilities which 
required freedom and independence. When they received the 
autonomy which they require to complete the task satisfac-
torily, they are satisfied. When they do not, they are 
less satisfied. 
Level and gender, either singularly or jointly, did 
not moderate the relationship between autonomy and job 
satisfaction. Each setting is organized and structured in 
such a way that autonomy is necessary to accomplish the 
major task of educating children at any level. This is 
true, whether the role incumbents are male or female. It 
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is very likely that responsibilities of the position are 
just too great to tolerate autonomy reduction on the basis 
of gender. 
Task Significance 
Task significance contributed significantly to public 
school principals' level of job satisfaction. As a total 
group, those public school principals who placed importance 
upon the impact they had on the lives of others within 
their work environment were more satisfied with their job 
than those who did not. 
This culture supported two views of the significance 
of principals' work, that is, the notion that the princi-
palship is the key to successful schooling and excellence 
in education (Edmonds, 1979) and the notion that the prin-
cipalship is not the key to these outcomes. As educational 
leaders, public school principals have the opportunity to 
influence classroom learning, teaching, supervision, eval-
uation, staff development, curriculum and school climate 
(Sergiovanni, 1987). However, there are also those in so-
ciety who demean the role of the school leader. These 
critics have suggested that parents and socioeconomic 
conditions play a greater role in student development than 
school principals. In addition, in their push for 
autonomy, teachers frequently downplay the impact of the 
principals' leadership role. 
Whether principals are male or female, elementary or 
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secondary, work which was perceived to be enriching result-
ed in greater job satisfaction. Work which was not 
perceived to be significant resulted in lower levels of 
satisfaction. Nothing in the socialization process of a 
male elementary principal, a female elementary principal, a 
male secondary principal or a female secondary principal is 
strong enough to counter these individual perceptions. 
Therefore, task significance was not moderated by gender or 
level. 
Task Identity· 
For the total group, task identity was not signifi-
cantly related to job satisfaction. This could be 
explained by the nature of the work itself. Public school 
principals do not always deal with identifiable pieces of 
work from beginning to end in their position. Their 
primary task is to educate children to be functioning 
literate adults. Their secondary task requires the 
management of a variety of other activities. Both tasks 
often necessitate the delegation of these responsibilities 
to others. 
Gender did not moderate the relationship between task 
identity and job satisfaction for public school 
principals. Perhaps this is so because the necessity for 
delegating the responsibilities of the position is required 
whether the role incumbent is male or female. 
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Level did moderate the relationship between task 
identity and job satisfaction (See Figure 4). Although 
elementary principals were more satisfied when task iden-
tity is high, levels of job satisfaction were much more 
stable for them whether task identity is high or low. 
Secondary principals, on the other hand, experienced more 
extreme reactions to fluctuations in task identity. When 
task identity was high, they were more satisfied than their 
elementary counterparts. When task identity was low, they 
are less satisfied than their elementary counterparts. 
This could be a result of the diverse cultures exist-
ing at each level. Elementary schools contain a more 
homogenous student population; faculty are generalists; and 
curriculum focuses on the whole child approach to teaching 
integrated subjects. On the other hand, secondary schools 
contain a heterogeneous population; faculty are 
specialists; curriculum is more segregated and more focused 
on multiple areas (college preparation, business and 
vocational schools); and the organizational goals are more 
diversified. Further, secondary principals are more re-
moved from the instructional task and must delegate their 
responsibilities to a greater degree. Since task identity 
appears to be built into their organizational structure at 
the elementary level, elementary principals take it for 
granted. Likewise, because task identity is not a part of 
the formal system at the secondary level, secondary princi-
pals appreciate efforts to formalize task structure. 
5.1 







Figure 4. The Interaction Effect of Level 





Therefore, the hypothesized relationship seemed to be true 
to a greater degree for secondary principals than for 
elementary principals. 
Gender and level did not jointly moderate the rela-
tionship between task identity and job satisfaction. 
Whether principals are male elementary or female elementary 
principals, task identity is inherent to the culture. At 
the secondary level, whether principals are male or female, 
task identity needs to be structurally formalized. 
Consequently, the hypothesis was not confirmed. 
Skill Variety 
Skill variety did not contribute to public school 
principals' level of job satisfaction and was not moderated 
by the single or joint effects of gender and level. 
Although the relationship between skill variety and 
job satisfaction was not significant, the existing rela-
tionship was negative. Perhaps there is too much variety 
in the principals' position. Sergiovanni (1987) suggested 
that public school principals' jobs are complex by their 
design and encompass a multiplicity of skills, such as, 
leadership, supervision, curriculum development and public 
relations. Typically, their work environment is character-
ized by limited resources such as space, staff, time and 
materials. These constraints further result in public 
school principals being dissatisfied due to the stress, 
frustration and anxiety resulting from the varied demands 
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of the position. Friesen, Holdaway and Rice (1984) noted 
that the task demands of the principalship result in their 
being less satisfied. 
Since the basic responsibilities of the principalship 
are similar on the elementary and secondary level, exces-
sive skill variety would be present at both levels. If 
this is true, then one could conclude that increasing 
levels of skill variety would contribute to greater dissat-
isfaction for both elementary and secondary principals. 
Likewise, role responsibilities and requirements of 
the position are the same for both male and female role 
incumbents. The result was similar patterns of dissatis-
faction due to the varied responsibilities within this work 
environment. 
Consequently, excessive skill variety is present in 
public school principals' positions whether or not that 
position is held by a male, or a female, or on the ele-
mentary or secondary level. Although skill variety did not 
make a significant contribution to job satisfaction, the 
direction of the relationship was not positive, but rather 
was negative; therefore the hypothesis was not confirmed. 
Implications 




It was determined that job feedback, task significance 
and autonomy are positively and significantly related to 
public school principals job satisfaction. Gender mod-
erates the relationship between job feedback and job 
satisfaction. Level moderates the relationship between 
task identity and job satisfaction. Both gender and level 
moderate the relationship between job feedback and job 
satisfaction. 
From a practical point of view, the findings indicate 
that public school principals need to be given the indepen-
dence to identify, set, and coordinate institutional goals 
and objectives. Further, they need to have the freedom to 
manage and to delegate their daily activities. At the 
secondary level, a formal system needs to be developed to 
manage the variety of tasks required in this position. 
A feedback loop for task management activities and 
student long-range progress information needs to be 
instituted. This would give principals more information on 
the progress of students and projects. 
In order to accomplish this job, one might consider 
the redesign of the public school principalship, the 
restructuring of school systems and the modification of 
curriculum content at the university level. Superintendents 
may want to provide quality feedback which is substantive, 
regular, and consistent, regardless of the principal's 
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gender. Likewise, they may want to employ a participatory 
and collaborative style of leadership system which involves 
management personnel, principals, teachers, parents, stu-
dents, and other citizens at the school system level. 
Together, this team would actively manage the various ac-
tivities of the school and would serve as a built-in 
feedback loop. 
At the university level, educators may want to train 
current role incumbents and aspiring administrators in a 
participatory and collaborative style of management called 
the TEAMS (Toward Educational And Management Success) 
concept. This concept incorporates skills in group 
decision making, open-communication, conflict resolution, 
problem-solving, listening, deductive reasoning, community 
involvement and realistic goal setting which can be used 
at the building level. Training in these areas would 
provide principals with the skills needed to implement this 
approach with their teams. Special training also may be 
needed for all administrators in the area of womens' stud-
ies in administration. Particular emphasis could be placed 
on their leadership styles and other relevant female 
topics. By incorporating courses in these areas into the 
university curriculum, awareness of gender issues and 
skills acquisition related to participatory management 
would be facilitated. 
At the school board level, board members may want to 
employ a recognition system which honors effective 
principals and principals implementing special district 
projects. Further, they may want to consider touring the 
individual buildings, thereby giving direct feedback to 
principals on their observations. 
Theoretical Implications 
The Hackman and Oldham model explains only a small 
portion of public school principals' job satisfaction. 
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Much variance in job satisfaction is unexplained. If other 
studies in school settings confirm this finding, the model 
or the Job Diagnostic Survey, should be regarded with a de-
gree of skepticism for use with educational organizations. 
It is possible that undefined worker-related variables are 
moderating the major variables in the model. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
Several recommendations will be made which relate to a 
replication of the study, a refinement of the instrument 
used in the operationalization of the model, and a search 
for additional moderators. 
Since Hackman and Oldham's model has not been exten-
sively tested in an educational setting, it is recommended 
that other researchers replicate this study in order to 
substantiate the effectiveness of the model in predicting 
job satisfaction. 
It is recommended that the core dimensions measured by 
the Job Diagnostic Survey (J.D.S.) be validated by addi-
tional research. Since job characteristics are not 
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necessarily independent of one another, a job high on one 
core characteristic may also be high on one or others. The 
positive intercorrelations among the job characteristics 
may reflect problems in how they are measured by the 
instrument. Intensive research may be necessary to resolve 
the issue of job dimensionality. It is suggested that some 
items contained in the J.D.S. be revised to be more de-
scriptive of a particular dimension. Additional items may 
be added to expand the number and type of job characteris-
tics being measured. A factor analysis of responses to 
these revised items could then result in a more concise 
definition of the dimensionality of each job 
characteristic. 
It is possible that undefined worker andjor organiza-
tional variables are moderating the relationships between 
the major variables in the model. To determine whether or 
not this is the case, it is recommended that future re-
search projects incorporate a more thorough and systematic 
investigation of organizational or employee differences 
which might influence the relationship between job charac-
teristics and job satisfaction. 
Concluding Comments 
Public school principals are the key to effective 
educational reform and excellence. Sergiovanni (1987) has 
stated, "greater teacher motivation to teach and greater 
student motivation to learn have been directly linked to 
schools with effective, satisfied principals." If this is 
true, then researchers must continue searching for and 
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O'l the followin9 ~te• you will fineS lfteral 4J.ffennt kinda of quea-
tiona &bout you j otl. .,.c1Uc inatruc:~ioM an 91••n ·~ the au~ of 
each MCU.on. PluM n..S t~ caref\llly. It lhoul.cS tue no 110re than 
25 ll.inut•• to ccaplete the entire queationnaire. PleaM 1109e throuqh 
it qu.i.ckly. 
The queationa &re cSeaitnecS to obtain ~ perception• 
of yoUZ" job and ~ reaction• to it• 
There are no •tl'ict• ca-•tion•. 1'oUZ" 1D41Y14ual &nften will be kept 
co•pletely ~f14eaUal. PleaM anfter uoh it• •• hone•tly and 




Lined below an a n~r of nac-nu which coulcl be QMcl to deacribe 
a JObo 
You are to inclicace whether .. ch 8tat ... nt 1a an 
ac:c:uraee or an inaccuraca deec::riptioft of xour job. 
~c:e atain, pleaH try to be aa oOj a~iYa aa l"'II can in deciclint how 
ac:curacal y eacl\ acat ... nc 4eec::ril:laa your j u - retar4leaa of wl\ether 
you like or 41alike l"'I.I&' job. 
write a nUIIbar in the appropriate a~c:• on the anaver aheet, b& .. d on the 
followin9 scale: 
lfov accurate ia the acat-nc in .S.acdbint xour ja? 
l 3 4 
vary Moat.ly llithtly oncut&in 
7 
Very 














'ftla j ob require• .. to GM a nlolllbar of =-Pl• or hith-lftel a kUla • 
'ftle job raqw.r .. a lot of cooparatiYe work with other people. 
't'he job ia vran~ eo that 1 do Dot hAYe t.be c:h&Dca to do an entire 
piece of wrk froa baqinnint to eftd: 
Juac doint the work requiracS by the job prcwidea IIAfty c:hancea for me 
to fitwe Ollt how wall I &a doiAt • 
'ftle job can be done adequately by a peraoa workint aloaa - wi thou.t 
tal iu.nt or c:hac:kin9 wUh other people. 
't'he aupaniaora ud c:o-wol'al'a oa thia job el110at atwu tiYe .. any 
• feedback• &beNt how waU t - doiDf iD ay WDI'ko -
'ftlia jot. 1.1 ou when a lot of ot.bel' people c:u be affected by how 
well tbe WOI'k ~~ ._e. 
't'he job deaiel • ur chance to 11M •r peraol\&l initiatiYe ol' 
J ud~ent ia carryint INt. t.be wrk. 
SupervUora ofua let • !mow how wall tMJ think 1 aa parloraint 
the job. 
'ftle ; ob pl'cwidea .. the c:haac:e to ceepletelr finiab the piece a of 
WDI'k I b .. iJl. 
'ftle job itaeU pi'O¥idea vel"lf few c:llaea ~ whetUI' 01r not 1 &a 
pel'fONint wall • 
'the lob tina .. COftaiduule oppol't•Ur fol' ia..,.l'Mace and 
fraedoa in how 1 do the work. 
'ftle job itMl f ia ~ 'lel'y elfl'ific:ant olr ~naat ift the broader 
acfte• of tl\ifttl. 
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Section 3 
NOw please indicate how you personally feel about your job. 
Each of the statements below is somethinq that a person miqht say 
&bout his or her job. You are to indicate your own, personal 
feel~nqs about your job by markinq how much you aqree with each 
ot the staeementa. 
write a number in the blank for each atateaent, baaed on this scale: 
Oisaqree 
Stronqly 
How much do you asr•• with the stat .. ent? 
2 3 












25. It's hard, on this job, tor •• to care very auch aboQt whether or 
not the work gets done right. 
26. My opinion of myself goes up when I do this job well. 
21· Generally speaking, I &a very aatilfied with this job. 
~8· Moat of the things I have to do on this job .... uaeleaa or trivial. 
29· I usually know whether or not ay work ia aatiafactory on this job. 
30· I feel a qreat aenae of personal aatisfaction when I do this job well. 
Jl. 'n'le work I do on this job ia vary aeaningful to -. 
3 2. I feel a very hifh de91'H of per10nal reaponaibility for the work 
I do on thia job. 
33. I frequently think of quittin9 thia job. 
34. I feel bad an4 wmappy when I diacovu that I have perforaed poorly 
on thl.e job. 
35. I often have trouble fi~in9 out whether I'a 4oinCJ wll or poorly 
on thU job. 
)6. I fHl I ehoul4 periOn&lly t.ake the cncUt or bl ... for the results 
of ay wrk Oft thia job. 
37. I .. t•nerally Htiafie4 with the IUA4 of wrk I do in thia Job· 
ll. My own fHlint• are ~ affected auc:h one wy or the other 
by how wll I do on thl.• job. 
39. Whether or not th1• job 9eta done rifht \a cl .. rly !I reapona1b1l1ty. 
Section 4 
Now pleaae indicate how aatiatied you are with each aapect ot 
your job liated below. once a9ain, write the appropriate nu.ber 
in the space on the anawer sheet. 
How aatiatied are you with thia aaeect ot your job? 
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2 3 4 







40• 'l'he ..aunt of job aecurity I have. 
41. The .-ount of pay anc! frinqe benefita I receive. 
42. 'l'he .-ount of penonal growth ancS c!avelos-ent 1 qet in c!oinq Wl'f job. 
43. 'l'he people 1 talk to anc! work with on •Y job. 
44. 'l'he c!e91'ee of reapect anc! fair treat8ent 1 receive fraa ay boaa. 
45. 'l'he teelinq of worthwhile accoapliahMnt I qet tree cioinq •Y job. 
46. 'l'he chance to qat to know other people while on the job. 
47. The ..aunt ot aupport anc! quic!ance I receive traa ay aupervi10r. 
48. 'D'le cSeqrae to which I • fairly paic! for what 1 contriDute to this 
orqaniaation. 
49 • 'l'he a.oUAt of illc!epenc!ent thoutht anc! action I can aerciae in ay 
job. 
so. tbw aec:ve tbia9a look for M ill tM future iA thia orqaniaation. 
s 1 • 'the chance to help other people while at work. 
52. 'the ..oUAt of challente in ay job. 
53. 12\e ~erall q\l&lity of the auperY1a1on 1 receive ill ay work. 
SectionS 
Nov please think of the other peoel• in your ortJanization 
who hold the Mae job you do. If no one haa •actly the 
.... job •• you, think of the job vhJ.ch ia 110at aia.Uar to 
your a. 
110 
Pleaae think about: how accurately each of the atate~aenta describes 
the feel 11191 of t:hoae people about t.he job. 
It ia quite all ri9ht if your anavera here are different: troa when you 
described your ~ reactiona to the job. Often different: people feel 
quite differently about the aaae job. 
once a9ain, write a number on the anaver sheet for each statement, based on 
scale: 









54. Moat .people on this job feel a lfl'•at Hnae of peraonal aatisfaction 
when they do the job well • 
55, Moat people on thia job are very satisfied with the job. 
56. Molt people on thia job fHl that the work ia uaeleaa or trivial. 
57, Most people on thia job feel a 9reat deal of peraon&l responsibility 
for the work they do. 
sa. Moat people on thia job hue a pretty 90QcS idea of how well they are 
pertorain9 theiZ work. 
59. Most people on thil job fine! the work very ManintfW. • 
6 a. Moat people on thil job feel that whether or not the job qets done 
riqht ia clearly their ovn reaponaibility. 
61· People on thia job often think of quittiA9• 
62. Moat people oi\ thil job fHl. ba4 or unhappy wl\en they fine! that they 
have perforaec! the work poorly. 
63. llbat people on th18 job have troubl .. f1CJ'2int o\lt whether they are 
doin9 a 9004 or a bad job. 
111 
Listed below are a nuaber of characteristics which could be 
present on any job. People differ about how 11u.c:h they woW.c! 
like to have each one preaent in their own j oba. We are inter-
ested in learning how 11uch you peraonally would like to have each 
one present in your job. 
Uaing the acale below, pleaae indicate the degree to which you 
would li.ke to have each characteristic present in your Job. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Would li.ke Would like Would like 
having thia only hAving thia having this 
a moderate ..aunt very auch extremell 
<or leaa) aNC:h 
64· High respect and fair tr~ataent fraa ray aupeni.or. 
65• 9tiaulating and challenging ~rk. 
66· 0\ances to exercise independent thought and action in my job. 
67• Great job Hcurity. 
68. Very friendly co-workers. 
69. Oppoztunitiea to learn new things fraa ay work. 
70. High Mla&'J an4 9004 frinte benefits. 
71. opportunitiea to be creatiYe an4 iaatinatiYe in ay work. 
72. Quick proaotiona. 
73. ~portunitiea for per.onal. growth an4 cSeYelos-ent in ay job. 
74. A senM of ~rthwhile acc:c.pliat.ent 1a ay worlt. 
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Sectioe 7 
People d.i.ffer in the kl.ndl of job I they wolll4 110ft like to hol4. The 
quese1on1 in ehil aection qive you a chance to aay JYat whAt it 11 
•.OOue & JO):) that 11 moat illlport&nt to :£2.2• 
ror each gueltion, t~ different kinda of joba are 
):)r1efly deaeri):)ed. You &re to 1ndieate vhich of the 
JObl you personally woul4 prefer - if you had to make 
a choice betveen th ... 
In &nlwerinq each que.eion, aaauae that everythinq el .. about the JOb 11 
the saae. Pay ~ttent•on only to the ch&racteriltica •ctually listed. 
TWo ex .. plea are qiven belov. 
A job requirin9 ~rk 
vith mechanical equipaent 
molt of the day. 
A job requirinq vork 
wi ~ other people aoat 






If you like wrkint with people an4 wrkinq with 
equipaent eq\l&lly well, you wul4 wr 1. te the 
n\8bel' 3, on the answer lhHt. 
ExampJ.e l. 3 
Here il another u•pla. 'BU• one ••ka for a ha1'4u cboice - between two Jobl 
vhic:h both h&•• ~ \lllde8ii'Ule featv••. 
A Job requir in9 yo-a to 
expose yovHlf to eoa• 
a1derable pbyaical 4&nfAI'• 
JOI I -
A job located lOO au .. 




If you .oul4 alithtly prefer riekint pbyaical 4aft .. r 
to wrkint tu tr• yo~ baM, yo" ~ul4 wr a.te tM 
naN~' 2. on the an1wer sheet. 
h&IIIOLe 2. _! _ 
75 • a job when ct\e pe~ ia 
vazoy 9004• 
A job wn Chen ia 
GDaa1del'u1.e opportun1cr 




1' . a j ob wtlere you ue 
otcen Nq\&11'ed to uke 
j,aportanc 4ec:ia1ona. 
A job w1Cb unr pl.aaaanc 
people t:o WOI'k wi.tl'l.. 
t-----------2-----------J-------·---4·----------s 
71 • A job 1a which fi'MCU 
reaponaibilicy ia 
tivaa t:o thoae who 
4o eM MaC WOI'ko 
A folt 1a tltlicb fHUU 
nepon•ibility 1• t1Yen 
to loral •~lore" who 
baYe ta. 110ec ...Uoricy. 
, ----------·2·--------·J·-·-----..,.·--------s 
71 • A jM 1ft Ul OI',.UUUoa 
which ia 1a fiaaac1a1 
uouble • ud aiftlc n.e.e 




A j o1t 1a wbicb ,.011 ue 
aoc allow.& to n.e.e aay 
eay .-acwu 1a how you 
. Wl'k ia ICbed'llled , 01' 1ft 
Use procedUI'U to M UM4 
1a e&nJi.. 1t ... 
'·······~· .. a······•··--J----------4·········--s 
7t • A YO~ I'CNtiM jolt. a jolt ..t.en JOU co-wl'ken 
u• aoc ··~ f1'1eedly. 
t·----------2• ••••---•3•••••••---_.••••••••• •I 
10 • A jolt wUb a .... "1•1' wM 
18 oftoa ••17 Cl'1t1eal of 
roo ... JOUI' wrll 111 lnat 
of OtMI' pooflo • 
lt.natly 
ftelol' I 
a jolt wUil ,.rwoau ,.. , .............. ., 
U.Ula tad,.. wi'IIH ...... -....... 





A job vi~ ~ npenieor 
.tto reape"• you 
and creata you fairly. 
.:ce 1 
i'j'O; .tlic:b ~a.idea 
conataat opportunitiea 
for you to lean ftew 




82. A job vhere there ia a 
real chance fO\& c:CNl. d 
be laid off. 
fti'OftCJlY 
ft'efer 1 
A job With •ery little 




IJ. A job ia wt\i.c:h then 11 
a real c:tlance for fO\& to 
d.vel.op new ekilla and 
ac!Yuce 1ft ~e Ol'f&a.i&a• 
tion. 
A j • which ~a. idea 
lota of •ac:at1oa t~ 
and u •celhnt fl'inte 
beftefU pacu ... 
1-----------2·----------l·----------4-···-··----5 
84. A job with little fr..._ 
and in4epen4ence to 4o 
JOUZ" work ill ~ way fO\& 
think be8to 
A job .tlen the woriU.nCJ 
conditione are poor. 
1---·------2·--------J·----------•----------s 
15, A j• witla ••17 
satUfyU.. t•• won. 
A jM .e.1ctl allow fO\& 
to \&M yov aWla and 
alt111tiea to ue f\&lle8t 
atUCo 
'-----------z-· ... ____ , ________ .,._ ________ , 
••· A j• wbic:b off•~• 
lUtle o~ no c:h&llea ... 
A,_. .-U~a .,...Un• yow 









July 21, 1986 
Roy w. waleers & Aa•ociate• 
Whieney Induserial Park 
Whitney Road 
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430 
Dear Mr. Walters: 
After reacSin9 Hackman and Olc1haa•s Work Rec1esiqn, I became 
not only interested in the concept, but also interested in 
now this concept could be applied to school administrators. 
Since I &a completin9 my 4octoral work at Oklahoma State 
University (OSU) in administration, I have decic1ec1 to 
utilize the Job Diagnostic Survey as the instrument to· 
measure aspects of elementary anc1 seconc1ary public school 
administr•tor's job perceptions. 
CouleS you please lend me a price list for the Job Dia9-
nostic survey, the Job Ratin9 Form, anc1 the scorin9 keys. 






TUlsa Public Schools 
8229 s. LOuiseville 
TUlsa, Oklaho.a 74137 
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1 Fwllov A~anast~alor: 
••• c•~c\ the approprlaLe bo• an e•ch aection. You~ asaiatance is 9~eatlr appreciated. If rou would lihe a copy o( the ~t• c~•al~d. 
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Dr. Bill Scofiel~ 
KASP - DEA 
~poria State University 
Emporia, Kansas 66801 
Dear Or. Scofiel~: 
July 21, 1986 
I am a COSA/NASSP member who is engage~ in qraduate doctoral 
study at Oklahoma State University in Educational Administra-
tion. I am studying job satisfaction of elementary and 
secondary principals as it relates to job characteristics, 
gender, an~ levels of the work environment. My research 
necessitates assistance from your organization. 
In order to investigate these variables, I would like a copy 
of the names and addresses of your current m.embers. All 
information will be kept confiden.tial. I am willing to sicp1 
a statement to that effect as well as pay all duplicating 
costs. In return, members who participate in the study will 
receive a copy of the results. 
If you have any questions concerning my reque•t, please feel 
free to contact me. Mr. Sand&ze and Mr. Burnett have also 
been contacted concerning the matter. Your assistance in this 
research project would be greatly appreciated. 




8229 s. Louiseville 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74137 
CM:wmm 
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July 24, 1986 
Mr. James Sandaqe 
Cooperative Council for Oklahoma 
School Administration 
4001 Lincoln Boulevard 
Suite 410 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 
Dear Jim: 
As discussed with you last week, I am a COSA/NASSP member who 
is enqaqed in graduate doctoral study at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity in Educational Administration. I aa studyinq job 
satisfaction of elementary and secondary principals as it 
relates ~o job characteristics, qender, and levela of the 
work environment. My research necesaitates aaaiatance 
from your orqanization. 
In order to inveatiqate these variablea, I would like a copy 
of the names and addressea of your current mem.bera. All 
information will be kept confidential. I aa willinq to aiq.n 
a statement to that effect as well aa pay all duplicatinq 
coata. In return, member• who participate in the atudy will 
receive a copy of the reaulta. 
If you have any queationa concerninq ~ requeat, pleaae feel 
free to contact me at 481-5139 (home) or 245-2541, extension 
200. Your asaiatance in this reaearch project would be 
greatly appreciated. 





8229 s. Louiaeville 




Oklahon1a State University I STILLWI\TER. OICL.A.HOMI\ 74078 309 GUNDERSEN HI\LL DEPARTME-., T OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
A,:--.0 HIGHER EDUCATION 
Dear Fellow Educator: 
14051 624-7244 
October 15, 1986 
The public school principal's role in the American educational system 
has become increasingly more complex as evidenced by: higher accountability 
standards, greater demands for providing diverse educational programs, 
limited funding sources, and greater attention towards meeting the complex 
needs of public schools and their constituents. Yet with all these demands, 
principals and assistant principals appear to enjoy their positions with 
many remaining in the profession until retirement. It would be interesting 
to know what parts of the role contribute to greater levels of satisfaction. 
In this study I will be investi&ating the effects of job character-
istics, &ender, and elementary-secondary levels on the job satisfaction of 
principals. 
You have been carefully selected to participate in this research. I 
hope you will take thirty minutes from your busy day to complete the 
questionnaire and demographic survey. You can be absolutely assured that 
your responses will remain anonymous. While each questionnaire is coded 
in order to identify the participant for the purpose of a second mailing, 
no individual will be identified in the records. The code numbers will be 
removed from the questionnaires as soon as they are received. 
Because partial responses will have to be discarded, please answer 
all questions. A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed for 
returning the questionnaire and demographic survey by November 29, 1986. 
If you would like a summary of this research, please check the appro-
priate box on the answer sheet. 
Thank you for your tiae and cooperation in assisting a fellow educator. 
Diane Montgomery, Asst. Prine 
Emerson Elementary School 
Tulsa, Oklahoaa 74106 
~K·~ 
Dr. Lynn Arney, Asst. Professor 
Educational Admin. a Hiaher Education 
Oklahoma State University 
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